Ch. Reveille Re-Up
Sire of the Year Award

1980  Ch. Shadowbye’s Mitty, Lannis Kirkus & Diane Laue
1981  Ch. Shadowbye’s Mitty, Lannis Kirkus & Diane Laue
1982  Ch. Shadowbye’s Mitty, Lannis Kirkus & Diane Laue
1983  Ch. Shadowbye’s Mitty, Lannis Kirkus & Diane Laue
1984  Ch. Shadowbye’s Mitty, Lannis Kirkus & Diane Laue
1985  Ch. Vikentor’s Lucky Mountaineer, Judy Cunningham
1986  Ch. Kenset’s Wayfarer From Asbah, Mary Lou Kenworthy
      Ch. Djakomba’s Spotlight, Doris Daniels
1987  Ch. Arabrac’s Mountain Mamba, Carlos & Barbara Jimenez
      Ch. Djakomba’s Spotlight, Doris Daniels
1988  Ch. Reliant Inferno, John & Joan Harper
1989  Ch. Reliant Inferno, John & Joan Harper
1990  Ch. Djakomba’s Spotlight, Doris Daniels
      Ch. Arubmec’s The Victor, Patricia Cembura
1991  Ch. Music City Serengeti Jazzman, Karen Jenkins and Midge Greenlee
1992  Ch. Djakomba’s Spotlight, Doris Daniels
      Ch. Changa’s Gala Celebration, Barbara Naddy
1993  Ch. Akuaba’s Tornado, JC, Susan R. Coe

The Perpetual Trophy made by Damara Bolté is awarded to the stud dog with the largest number of children finishing their championship in the year.
1994  Ch. Akuaba's Tornado, JC, Susan R. Coe
1995  Ch. Akuaba's Tornado, JC, Susan R. Coe
1996  Ch. Akuaba's Tornado, JC, Susan R. Coe
1997  Ch. Akuaba's Tornado, JC, Susan R. Coe
1998  Ch. Akuaba's Tornado, JC, Susan R. Coe
1999  Ch. Arubmec's Jon-Luke, Doug Danelle & Patricia Cembura
      Ch. Jerlin's SS Special Forces, Linda Ehlers
      Ch. Nyanga Signet Sweet William, JC, Brenda Cassell & Tonda Curry
2000  Ch. Reveille Boutonierre, JC, Dr. Jon W Draud
2001  Ch. Reveille Boutonierre, JC, Dr. Jon W Draud
2002  Ch. Reveille Boutonierre, JC, Dr. Jon W Draud
2003  Ch. Jerlin's General Patton, Linda Ehlers
2004  Ch. Nyanga Signet Sweet William, JC, Brenda Cassell & Tonda Curry
2005  Ch. Penda Taji's Tri-Umphant One, JC, Katie Campbell
2006  Ch. Penda Taji's Tri-Umphant One, JC, Katie Campbell
2007  Ch. C-Quest's Just Push Play, Cindy Russell & Amy Romeo
      Ch. Jerlin's SS Special Forces, Linda Ehlers
      Ch. Nyanga Signet Sweet William, JC, Brenda Cassell & Tonda Curry
      Note: After 2007 ties were only awarded to the first dog to reach the highest number.
2008  Ch. Illusion's Tex Son, Florine Havens
2009  Dan, Swe, Am. Ch. Meisterhaus Tail of Intrigue, Wazin Basenjis
2010  Ch Signet Hillbilly Rock Star, Brenda Cassell & Lisa L. Myers
2011  Ch Sonbar's Seventh Son of Djakomba, Doris Daniels
2012  GCH Eldorado's Akuaba One More Time, Pam Geoffroy, Susan Coe and Sheila Lund
2013  Ch Mata Hauri Shall We Dance, Debbie Hauri
2014  Ch Sonbar's Seventh Son Of Djakomba, Doris Daniels
2015  GCHG Akuaba N Eldorado Bungle in the Jungle, Pam Geoffroy, Susan Coe and Sheila Lund
2016  GCHG Akuaba N Eldorado Bungle in the Jungle, Pam Geoffroy, Susan Coe and Sheila Lund
2017  Ch Meistehaus Puzzle Piece, A. Tad Brooks.
2018  GCH Eldorado N Akuaba Night And Day, Pam Geoffroy, Susan Coe and Sheila Lund